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The state of 
marketing insights 
A quick overview



Marketers need insights to drive growth

98%
of marketers globally 

emphasize the importance 
of having a complete, 
centralized view of all 

cross-channel marketing.
84%

of companies report a 
decrease or no change in 

marketing spending in the 
last 6 months

94%
of marketers view their 
function as critical for 

driving growth, and proving 
marketing’s impact on 

growth is their #1 priority

Sources: 3rd Edition Marketing Intelligence Report
The CMO Survey: Managing Brand, Growth, and Metrics (2023)



Stat WIP

Marketing Is 
Entering a New Era

0

1

Source: Generative AI Snapshot Survey, 2023

71%
of marketers 

believe generative 
AI will enable them 

to focus on more 
strategic work



But AI doesn’t solve the data problem

Hallucinations
A confident response that 

isn’t justified or correct

Bias
A response that overweights 

certain data or reveals an 
incorrect assumption in an 

AI’s training

Incomplete data sets
Is every variable and piece of 

accounted for?

Incomplete data 
taxonomy

Is data properly labeled, 
verified, and otherwise 
prepared for analysis?

Bad Data AI Bad Insights+ =

Can only analyze 
available data

Will use existing data 
taxonomy without 

question



Data challenges aren’t going away

Poor measurement

of marketers say they 
struggle to measure and 
attribute multi- channel 
marketing effectiveness 

80
%

Wasted spend

of every ad dollar 
is wasted due to 
poor data quality

21%

Slow 
Time-to-Insight

Slow, Error-Prone 
Data Modeling

Fragmented 
Data

Inaccessible 
Insights

Sources:  Why Marketers Can’t Ignore Data Quality (2019)
Gartner Miultichallen Marketing Survey (2023)



Marketers need a unified model of their data 

Paid
Traditional Ads

Email,
Mobile, Social

Agency Reporting

Web and Mobile

Commerce
and SalesBusiness Data

Programmatic Ads

Paid Digital Ads

Marketer

80%
increase in number of 

data sources used 
since 2021

8th Edition State of Marketing Report

https://www.salesforce.com/resources/research-reports/state-of-marketing/


Marketing Cloud Intelligence
Optimize marketing performance and spend

Salesforce Genie

Automate marketing data quality
with time-saving ingestion and modeling tools 

Prove business impact of campaigns
with a complete view of marketing performance and outcomes

Optimize at the speed of your customer
with AI insights where and when you need them

Source: FY23 Customer Success Metrics Study 

INCLUDED 
Premier Success

Increase in efficiency of 
marketing analytics and 
reporting30%



Building an insight 
engine for the modern 
enterprise business.
Jaime Romero
Vice President, Corporate Marketing



 
Employees

13,677

Global Events

100+B

Introduction to 
Securing people, devices, and data everywhere

$5.59B

FY22 Billings

Customers

680k
CIO Organization CISO Organization

Secure Networking
Security Operations

Cloud Security
Operational Technology Security

WHO

WHAT

Cybersecurity, everywhere 
you need it.



Own Brand and GTM Campaigns, & 
Support Messaging & Positioning

Coordinate & Consolidate Marketing 
Infrastructure & Data 

Provide Critical Global Reporting 
Analytics and Insights

Establish Campaign Planning, Pacing, 
and Performance Optimization

Manage 8
Teams

Drive 
Pipeline & 
Revenue

My role at Fortinet
Key Marketing Team Objectives



Enterprise marketing is a major challenge
The state of our marketing analytics

Siloed Teams
Historically regional operational focus

Siloed Data
Date analyzed independently providing 
basic insights

Service Mindset
Operations team focused on fulfilling 
requests



Strategic Business Goals - Data

Header
[Optional description text]
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On-demand insights
Democratize data for a more data-driven 
culture with accessible dashboards

Header
[Optional description text]

2
Attribution & Measurement 
Define scalable & balanced attribution 
methodology to drive decision making

Header
[Optional description text]

1
Full view of lead to customer
Understand gaps in data coverage and 
drivers of conversions

Challenges

● Massive amounts of siloed data to 
connect and organize

● Evolving mindset and legacy 
operations

● Lack of time and resources to 
create dashboards for every team 
and use case

Our goals, and the challenges getting in the way



Five core use cases for the enterprise

Dashboarding 
and reporting

Integration and 
standardization

Data quality and governance
How do we know we can trust our data?

AI insights
Marketing 
attribution

How do we track impact?How do we see the full picture? How do we find insights faster?How do we know what’s working?



Challenges: 

● Data in multiple sources resulting in one 
dimensional decisions

Key Intelligence features: 

● Connected with unifying ID over 30 data 
sources

● Data lake implementation
● Marketplace

Results:

● Data centralized and connected
● Understand what data combinations add 

value and which are just noise

Integration and 
standardization

1



Challenges: 

● Visibility into data across databases

Key Intelligence (Datorama) features: 
● Data Transformation
● Data Fusion
● Data Classification
● Data Monitoring

Results:

● Gain visibility into gaps into the data
● Show the right data to the right people

Data quality and governance

3



Challenges: 

● Time to create dashboards and reports

Our key dashboards:
● Cross-channel marketing performance
● Budget optimization
● Account-based marketing
● Paid media optimization

Results:

● Rapid dashboard deployment
● Converged reporting
● Sharing regardless of access

Dashboarding and reporting

2



Challenges: 

● Making decisions based on single touch 
attribution

Key Intelligence (Datorama) features: 

● Balance capability with methodology and 
practical decision making

● Customizable and scalable
● Rapid deployment

Results:

● Works as advertised!
● Dependence on organizational readiness
● Piloting new attribution strategies

Marketing attribution

4



Challenges: 

● Insights are human driven.

Key Intelligence (Datorama) features: 
● Easy to build Einstein bots analyzing 

defined outcomes.
● Automatically generates insights with 

some configuration

Results:

● Very early in the journey here.
● Insights either obvious or explainable
● Not yet actionable

AI insights

5



The results so far

+40hrs
per week at least of 
productivity added

85%+
Data complete on 
some attributes

0
time spent 
maintaining APIs

Speed of insights drives action, resulting in 
better decisions and time savings

Upholds a consistent taxonomy to standardize 
data and improve data hygiene 

Results:

Low maintenance drives more productivity from 
operations teams



Tips for success for enterprise marketing

Collaboration ChallengePlan First

1 2 3

- Engage global stake- 
holders early and often to 
understand their 
problems

- Communicate long-term 
vision and set short-term 
milestones. 

- We built it, then rebuilt as 
a result of lots of 
discrepancies. 

- Design the entire vision 
first and test each 
module

- Not everything proposed 
by consultants and SFDC 
worked for us. Need to 
customize out of box for 
our needs.
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